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ABSTRACT 
 
Chinese sports nutrition supplement is a auxiliary driving means of movement training and match, and the 
application of it on physical recovery and improvement of football player is studied in depth. Firstly, the 
development situation of Chinese sports nutrition supplements is summarized. Secondly, the core physical agility 
and strength of football player is analyzed, and main indexes are introduced respectively. Thirdly, the experimental 
objective and method are set. Finally, the experimental results show that the Chinese sports nutrition supplement 
can be applied in the physical recovery and improvement of football player effectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The auxiliary driving means of movement training and match has been concerned by people. With the development 
of the sports medicine and sports science, the new recognition on the relationship between the nutritional 
supplement and athletic ability and healthy has appeared. Except for the training and genetic factors, the nutrition 
factor can affect the athletic potential of the football player. The modern professional training pursues the training 
with high density, high strength and long time. When the physical agility of the football player drops off rapidly, 
generally some nutrient substances can not be supplied completely through supplying the nutrition based on diet 
before the next training or match, therefore the special nutrition supplements are playing an increasingly important 
role, the effect of the nutrition supplements has been accepted by the sports science field. Using Chinese medicine as 
the nutrition supplement has been accepted at home and abroad widely. Chinese medicine can regulate and improve 
the physiological function of football player on the whole, relative to synthetic drugs and other biological agents. 
Chinese medicine can improve the immune ability, oxidation resistance and anti fatigue ability, and it has not 
obvious side effect at the same time, it is different from the analeptic, which has wide application view and 
developing value [1].  
 
The physical agility of football player mainly concludes two aspects, which are speed and endurance. The football 
belongs to a comprehensive sport event integrating physical agility, technical ability, and mental power, where the 
physical agility is the basis and premise of completing the combined tactics and technology and developing the 
training level comprehensively. In modern football match, the attack and defense conversion speed accelerates, and 
the antagonism is also more and more intense. If the football players have not good physical agility, they have 
difficulty in winning the match. Chinese medicine with movement function can improve the athletic ability of the 
football player, and prevent and cure the sport injury of the football players, and relieve the fatigue of the football 
players, and improve the training effect of the football players. It is feasible to study the physical recovery and 
improvement of football player based on Chinese sports nutrition supplements [2].  
 
Development situation of Chinese sports nutrition supplements 
Chinese sports nutrition supplements have three kinds, which are herbal Chinese medicine, compound Chinese 
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medicine and Chinese medicine monomer. The compound Chinese medicine is a main form of the nutrition 
supplement, which has obvious effect. The herbal Chinese medicine has the many applications, but the application 
effect of it is not more than the compound Chinese medicine. The application Chinese medicine monomer is less. 
The preparation of the Chinese medicine has developed gradually from traditional decoction to oral liquid, smoked 
lotion, beverage preparation, capsule and so on. The mechanism of action for Chinese nutrition supplement has three 
aspects, which are regulating the energy metabolism of the body, promoting the elimination of the metabolites and 
improving the regulating ability of the body [3].  
 
(1) Chinese medicine regulating the energy metabolism of the body 
The spleen up medicine concludes licorice, yam: atractylodes, chinese date, ginseng, and so on, which is benefit for 
abstraction of the nutrition, and promote the glycogen synthesis. The Chinese herbal medicine concludes 
pseudo-ginseng, red flower and Ligusticum wallichii, which can improve the blood supply of tissue, and be benefit 
for the quick synthesis of muscle glycogen. The combined use of the spleen up medicine and Chinese herbal 
medicine can improve the glycogen reserves of liver and muscle, and has a good effect on promoting the conversion 
from hepatic glycogen to muscle glycogen. For example Herba Rhodiolae and its multi-ingredient products can 
improve the activity of liver and lactate dehydrogenase and fumaric reductase of skeletal muscle, promote the best 
use of hepatic glycogen and muscle glycogen,the gluconeogenesis of the liver, where the effect of multi-ingredient 
products surpass that single Herba Rhodiolae. The Ginseng polysaccharide solution can relieve the generation of 
fatigue, and keep up the stability of the internal environment of the body, and improve the athletic ability of the 
player.  
 
(2) Chinese medicine promoting the elimination of the metabolites 
Many Chinese medicines can reduce the content of the lactic acid in the sport body, such as Codonopsis pilosula, 
Laryngeal mushroom, and Chinese herbal compound extract (Ginseng, astragalus, Chinese yam, and Ligusticum 
wallichii, these Chinese medicine can improve the activity of lactate dehydrogenase during the procession of 
movement of football player, and promote the Lactic acid metabolism, and delay the production of the fatigue [4].  
 
(3) Chinese medicine improving the regulating ability of the body 
In recent years, the researchers on the effect of the Chinese medicine on regulating the hormone and immune have 
been concerned by many medical scientists. Some medical scientists put forward the “Xianling oral liquid” 
invigorating kidney yang which concludes Curculigo orchioides Gaertn, xianling spleen and so on. This kind of 
Chinese medicine can prevent the decreasing of movement HPG axis function, and improve the athletic ability, and 
eliminate the blood lactate after accelerated motion. The football player oral Bushen yuan granules can prevent the 
occurrence of the Kidney qi deficiency, and relive the decreasing of the Testosterone. Ginseng, acanthopanax 
senticosus, largehead atractylodes rhizome, dandelion and so on can improve functional status of the peripheral 
lymphocyte, and promote the production of the antibody, and has the immunomodulatory effect. 
 
(4) Antioxidant Chinese medicine  
Single use of many Chinese medicines has the obvious antioxidant effect, the antioxidant effect of the ginseng is one 
of reason that can improve the can improve anti fatigue ability of the football players. Matrimony vine can eliminate 
the free radical, and then sports fatigue of the football players can be eliminated. Chinese caterpillar fungus has 
strong scavenging action for the membrane lipid peroxide after the movement, which shows that Chinese caterpillar 
fungus can improve the adaption of the human body to the sports endurance, and has protection effect. Epimedium 
can reduce the content of the MDA of plasma and tissue, and improve the SOD activity of red blood cell, and 
epimedium with low concentration has good elimination process for the hydroxyl radicals. In recent years, 
pharmacological tests show that barbados aloe has obvious antioxygenation and allaying tiredness effect. Ginkgetin 
of ginkgo leaf and the several reducing hydroxyls of ginkgolide molecular structure can capture directly all kinds of 
oxygen free radicals. The oxidative damage of the latter to lipide of the cell membrane can be prevented, and the 
release of the myocardial enzyme can be reduced [5].  
 
In recent years there are many excellent achievements on the Chinese medicine nutrition supplement, the Chinese 
medicine nutrition supplement has the special functions of improving the athletic ability, resisting sports fatigue and 
improving the immunity of body. Chinese medicine nutrition supplement has wide developing view.  
 
Core physical agility and strength of football player 
The core physical agility is a kind of physical ability concludes size of the strength, action stability, and body 
balance reflected by relating abdominal muscles, back muscles, and small muscles in body during the procession of 
movement. Good and bad of the core physical agility are affected by the core muscles, and can be reflected by the 
core muscles finally. The core physical agility has an important effect on the movement of the people, which can be 
decided by the physiologic function of core muscles [6].  
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The core physical agility of the football players refers to the center position, abdominal muscles, back muscles and 
small muscles in the body showed by football players during the procession of training and match for achieving the 
predict technical action and strategies of the football team. The important indexes of football players are listed as 
follows: 
 
(1) Heart rate 
The heart rate is the speed of heart throbbing, which is an important good and bad index of body function. For other 
indexes, the heart rate has the characteristics of simple and easy to operate, and it is benefit for understanding the 
physical state of the football player, and controlling the strength of the sports load and training level, the basic heart 
rate is morning pulse of the football players, which can be used to measure the physical state of the football player 
and the strength of the sports load and training. When the football players experience the physical fatigue or 
discomfort, the heart rate will speed up or slow down suddenly. The basic heart rate shows higher stabilization and 
decreases, gradually, the football players often have the good physical state and proper sports load. When the sports 
load increases, the basic heart rate will rise, and the general changing amplitude is not more than six times. The heart 
rate during the procession of training and match has something with the sports load, the sports load strength can be 
evaluated by measuring the heart rate.  
 
(2) Vital capacity 
The vital capacity can reflect the respiratory function of body, and there are two determination methods of vital 
capacity, which are continuous vital capacity determination and time vital capacity determination respectively. The 
former method measure the vital capacity five times continuously, and the function of the respiratory muscle can be 
evaluated based on changing trend of five times testing results. if the next result is bigger than the first result, which 
shows the respiratory function is good, and the physical function is also good. Otherwise, the respiratory muscle is 
in the state of the fatigue, and the physical function state is poor, or the fatigue of the football player is not recovered 
[7].  
 
(3) Hemoglobin 
The hemoglobin index is mainly used to evaluate the athletic ability of the football players, the function state of the 
football player can be evaluated based on reflection of football players to the amount of exercise and exercise 
intensity in one to two weeks. The hemoglobin if the football players recover from low level to high level during the 
adjustment period after the football player carries an amount of exercises the football players feels good, and the 
football player can reflect the good aerobic capacity, and the hemoglobin value measured at this moment changes 
from 12 to 15 g/100mL, the Hematocrit value of the red blood cell is about 45%, and the physical function of the 
football player is in the good state. However, the hemoglobin value of male football player is lower than 12g/100mL, 
and the hemoglobin value of female football player is lower than 10g/100mL, the football coach should consider the 
regulation of sports load and proper nutrition supplement. Because the hemoglobin value of football players are 
different, and the hemoglobin content of the football player can not be evaluated based on the united normal 
standard. Therefore, the systematical and long time observation should be carried out for different football players, 
and the optimal value of hemoglobin can be confirmed.  
 
(4) Blood urea 
The blood urea is the metabolic end product of amidogen in the protein and amino acid molecules, and is released 
into the blood through cyclic synthesis of ornithine in hepatic cell. The movement training of football player can 
make metabolizing of the protein of the football player keep a higher level, therefore the rest value of the blood urea 
for the football player is generally high. The changing amplitude of the blood urea is affected by the sports quantity 
greatly. The more the sports quantity is, the longer sports time is, and the more obvious the blood urea increasing is, 
and the slower the recovery of the blood urea value. If the blood urea increases suddenly, the football player can not 
adapt the sports load or the physical function of the football player decreases. If the blood urea increases 
continuously, the physical function of the football players can not be recovered and the football players are in the 
state of fatigue, at this moment the sports quantity of the football players should be regulated.  
 
(5) Blood lactate 
The blood lactate is the result that the acetylformic acid that generated by muscle sugar metabolizing is restored into 
the lactic acid and then enter into the blood because of the inadequate oxygen.  The sports strength, training level 
and lasting time and other factors can affect the generating rate of blood lactate directly. Because the football match 
is a sport with high strength, the loaded spots with short time and high strength can lead to the oxygen deficit of the 
body, the anaerobic metabolism becomes the main energy supplement system, and many lactic acids can generate in 
the muscle, therefore the football player should has high lactate tolerance level. Because the football sport has the 
characteristics of more training content, more players participating in training, quick changes of time and space. 
When the value of lactic acid is used to monitor and evaluate the load strength, the interval time and place of 
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collecting blood should be assigned reasonably. The time of collecting blood is not too long for ensuring the 
correctness of index [8].  
 
Experimental objective and method  
In order to analyze the effect of the Chinese medicine on the physical recovery and improvement of the football 
players, the corresponding experiment is carried out.  
 
(1) Experimental objective  
Fifty football players are chosen as the experimental objectives to carry out the experiment, and the basic situation 
of the football players are listed in table 1.  
 

Table 1 Basic situation of the football players chosen 
 

 Male football players Female football players 
Number 25 25 
Old/year 19±1.5 18±1.2 
Height/cm 172±10 167±14 
sport career age/year 5±1.4 5±1.1 

 
(2) Researching method  
Training plan: the male and female football players are divided into two groups respectively, which are experimental 
group and control group. the football players in the experimental group take Chinese medicine, and the football 
players in the control group does not take Chinese medicine, for the male football players and female football 
players, the experimental group concludes 15 football players and the control group concludes 10 football players.  
 
The football players in every group enter the training together. The average training strength is about 80% maximum 
oxygen uptake levels, the training plan is listed as follows: the training time is 30 days, the training time of football 
players is 3 hours in the morning, and the training time of football players is 3.5 time in the afternoon.  
 
(3) Chinese medicine and placebo. 
The compound Chinese medicine used in this experiment concludes ginseng, atractylodis, pseudo-ginseng, 
schizandra, red flower Chinese yam and barbados aloe, which is made as capsule and granule, the placebo uses 
hawthorn capsules.  
 
(4) Chinese medicine delivery forms and dosage 
 
The Chinese medicine is taken after mixing it with warm water, once each morning and evening every day. One 
package each time for the granule, and two capsules each time, and the full course of treatment is 30 days.  
 
(5) Collecting method of blood sample 
 
The football players should be on an empty stomach during the procession of collecting blood, and the blood is 
collected from 8:30 to 9:30 in the morning. All football players are drawn 6ml venous blood before training and 
every biochemical indicators are measured, the same venous blood is drawn in three days after the training, and the 
every biochemical indicators are also measured.  
 
(6) Statistical analysis 
All data is expressed by average number±standard deviation, and every index carries four times different obvious 
inspection (t inspection), the condition P<0.05 denotes that the difference has obvious significant meaning.  
 
T inspection is also named as student’s test, which is mainly applied in the normal distribution problem with less 
samples, and unknown whole standard variance. T inspection is the method that inspects different degree between 
two average values, and the T distribution theory is used to deduce the probability of difference occurrence and the 
judge whether the two averages have obvious difference. The T statistical quantity is expressed as follows: 
 

0 0| |
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where 0µ  denotes the known whole average number. The freedom degree is equal to 1n − 。 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Every indexes of experimental and control groups before training are shown in table 2. And every indexes of 
experimental and control groups after training are shown in table 3. 
 

Table 2 Every indexes of experimental and control groups before training 
 

Item 
Male football players Female football players 

Experimental group Controlling group Experimental group Controlling group 
Heart rate/(time/min) 189.4±12.3 176.2±10.4 165.3±10.5 158.3±9.36 
Vital capacity/(ml) 45344±542.5 46682±502.6 34316±326.1 36227±452.2 
Hemoglobin/(g/100ml) 16.03±0.72 17.36±0.62 12.53±0.84 14.28±0.59 
Blood urea/(mmol/L) 6.99±1.26 5.62±1.05 4.82±0.94 3.61±0.88 
Blood lactate(mmol/L) 12.82±1.05 14.37±1.48 3.18±0.47 5.27±0.33 

 
Table 2 Every indexes of experimental and control groups after training 

 

Item 
Male football players Female football players 

Experimental group Controlling group Experimental group Controlling group 
Heart rate/(time/min) 195.2±11.5 184.9±9.8 178.2±12.6 163.7±10.02 
Vital capacity/(ml) 46261±562.5 47730±542.2 36182±364.7 38419±466.3 
Hemoglobin/(g/100ml) 16.11±0.84 18.29±0.77 14.68±0.99 16.32±0.77 
Blood urea/(mmol/L) 7.62±1.33 6.48±1.27 5.91±1.12 4.18±0.92 
Blood lactate(mmol/L) 14.95±1.26 16.83±1.59 4.27±0.76 6.58±0.46 

 
After training, every index of every group has the increasing trend, and the four times difference is no significant, 
and the heart rate and vital capacity of experimental and controlling group has significant difference, which is close 
to the obvious level of difference according to the statistical analysis (P<0.01). The differences of hemoglobin, 
blood urea and blood lactate in experimental and controlling groups is significant (P<0.05). 
 
The Chinese sports supplements are mainly the forms of drugs, and there are many oral liquids. In the traditional 
forms of drugs, the doses of some medicines are big, and are inconvenient, and the decoction method of them is 
complex. The external Chinese traditional medicine is applied in the treating the sports injure are made through 
ground, and the end product on sale has not been found in the market. Therefore the movement function of dosage 
forms of traditional Chinese medicine and its processing means should be combined with the modern science. A new 
form of drugs should be developed, and a lot of convenient and quick effective forms of drugs should be accepted by 
football players. In addition, the formula of the existing most Chinese supplement is Chinese traditional medicine, 
which has the special advantages in improving the athletic ability, however some Chinese contents are very complex, 
and is difficult be checked, and long use will lead to some adverse reactions, therefore the Chinese sports nutrition 
supplement should be developed from the angle of ensuring the safety of the product and developing the new 
resources.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

At present, some excellent achievements relating to the Chinese sports nutrition supplement have been obtained. The 
Chinese sports nutrition supplement can improve the athletic ability of the football player, and improve the 
immunity of the body, and therefore it has wide developing view.  
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